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This session is being recorded
Note Well

This is a reminder of IETF policies in effect on various topics such as patents or code of conduct. It is only meant to point you in the right direction. Exceptions may apply. The IETF's patent policy and the definition of an IETF "contribution" and "participation" are set forth in BCP 79; please read it carefully.

As a reminder:

- By participating in the IETF, you agree to follow IETF processes and policies.
- If you are aware that any IETF contribution is covered by patents or patent applications that are owned or controlled by you or your sponsor, you must disclose that fact, or not participate in the discussion.
- As a participant in or attendee to any IETF activity you acknowledge that written, audio, video, and photographic records of meetings may be made public.
- Personal information that you provide to IETF will be handled in accordance with the IETF Privacy Statement.
- As a participant or attendee, you agree to work respectfully with other participants; please contact the ombudsteam (https://www.ietf.org/contact/ombudsteam/) if you have questions or concerns about this.

Definitive information is in the documents listed below and other IETF BCPs. For advice, please talk to WG chairs or ADs:

- BCP 9 (Internet Standards Process)
- BCP 25 (Working Group processes)
- BCP 25 (Anti-Harassment Procedures)
- BCP 54 (Code of Conduct)
- BCP 78 (Copyright)
- BCP 79 (Patents, Participation)
IETF 115 Meeting Tips

In-person participants
- Make sure to sign into the session using the Meetecho (usually the “Meetecho lite” client) from the Datatracker agenda
- Use Meetecho to join the mic queue
- Keep audio and video off if not using the onsite version
- Wear masks unless actively speaking at the microphone.

Remote participants
- Make sure your audio and video are off unless you are chairing or presenting during a session
- Use of a headset is strongly recommended
Resources for IETF 115 London

- **Agenda**
  [https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/agenda](https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/agenda)
- **Meetecho and other information:**
  [https://www.ietf.org/how/meetings/115/preparation](https://www.ietf.org/how/meetings/115/preparation)
- **If you need technical assistance, see the Reporting Issues page:**
Agenda

• 0930-0940 - **Status and agenda bash** (Chairs and ADs)

**DISPATCH**
• 0940-1000 - **vCon** (Thomas Howe & Dan Petrie)
• 1000-1020 - **SASL Authentication for SIP** (Rick van Rein)
• 1020-1040 - **DKIM replay** (Wei Chuang)
• 1040-1050 - **WebRTC-HTTP Egress Protocol (WHEP)** (Sergio Garcia Murillo, Cheng Chen)

**ART Area**
• 1050-1100 - **BoF, updates and other meetings of interest** (ADs)
• 1100-1110 - **NGI funding for Internet open-source activities** (Stephen Farrell)
• 1110-1120 - **eBPF: Advertisement for Thursday side meeting** (Dave Thaler)
• 1120-1125 - **HTTPA Version 2** (Shih-han Wang, King, Gordon)
• 1125-1130 - **Flextime & AoB**
A Reminder of Mailing lists

- General discussion of ART topics: art@ietf.org
- Discussion of work proposals that need to be dispatched: dispatch@ietf.org
DISPATCH Topics
ART AREA Meeting
Meetings of Interest (all times UTC)

BoFs:

- Mon 1300  RADIUS Extensions Reanimated (radextra)
- Mon 1530  Computing-Aware Networking (can)
- Weds 0930  More Instant Messaging Interoperability (mimi)
- Thurs 0930  Time Variant Routing (tvr)
- Thurs 1300  Secure Asset Transfer Protocol (satp)

Side meetings:

- Mon 08:00  Metaverse (Mezzanine 12)
- Thurs 15:30  vCon (Richmond 6)
- Thurs 18:00  eBPF (Mezzanine 12)

Other Interesting Meetings:

- Mon 1330  RFC Editor Future Development Program (rfcefdp)
- Tues 1000  Security Dispatch (secdispatch)
- Weds 1330  General Area Dispatch (gendispatch)
- Tues 1330  IAB Open Meeting (iabopen)
ART AD Updates